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Skin responds to sex hormones through numerous receptors. A change in hormonal status such as 

menopause therefore influences the state of skin. In this work, a clinical study was conducted to 

investigate skin changes in postmenopausal women. Biochemical, biophysical, spectral, and 

imaging techniques were used to collect information markers on skin surface at 3 sites (face and 

arm) in pre (n=15) and postmenopausal (n=33) women aged 40 to 80 with skin phototype I-III 

(Fitzpatrick Scale). Our results showed that postmenopausal women had significantly less sebum 

(42%) on cheek, highlighting reduced sebaceous glands activity due to sex hormones decline. 

Moreover, a significant decrease in TEWL was observed on cheek (21%) and upper inner arm 

(11%) of the same group. TEWL is informative about skin barrier which is likely modified in 

postmenopausal women due to slower cell turnover in the epidermis. Furthermore, an increase in 

IL-1A, an inflammatory marker, and a significant decrease in its antagonist receptors, IL-1RA, as 

well as certain anti-inflammatory markers, namely TIMP-2 and trappin-2, were shown on the 

cheek. Hence, the study of inflammatory markers shows an increase in the micro-inflammatory 

state of skin in postmenopausal women. This was also manifested by diminished MMP-9, 

reflecting decreased extracellular matrix (ECM) turnover and skin tissue remodeling in the same 

group. This change in metalloproteinase was significant on dorsal forearm but not on cheek 

where data was variable. Additionally, a significant decrease in skin elasticity (24%) was 

observed on the dorsal forearm and upper inner arm of postmenopausal women. The balance of 

degradation and synthesis of collagen and other ECM components is therefore thought to be 

disturbed. To obtain maximum insights on collagen, in vivo Raman analysis was also performed. 

Finally, visual inspection of facial and scalp images revealed paler skin color, thinner hair fibers, 

and lower hair density in postmenopausal women. In conclusion, our work identifies some 

physiological modifications in skin of postmenopausal women and enables us to reflect on new 

solutions to offer our consumers to take care of their skin and feel good about it.  

 

 

Skin physiology of postmenopausal women compared to premenopausal women 
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The link between nutrition and skin physiology has been explored in the last few years. However, 

the effect of dietary patterns on skin health is still unclear. Here we investigate potential 

differences in the cutaneous physiology related to omnivorous and vegan-vegetarian regimens 

and relate with the relevant food groups. Eighty seven healthy volunteers both sexes were 

recruited after informed written consent. These included 63 omnivores (OM) (28.60±11.35 y.o.) 

and 24 vegetarian-vegan (VG) (39.80±7.48 y.o.) with similar Body Mass Index 

(23.20Kg/m
2
±4,16 and 23.20 Kg/m

2
±3.22, respectively). Representative variables were 

transepidermal water loss (Tewameter® CK electronics), epidermal hydration (Moisturemeter® 

DTec), and biomechanics (Cutometer® CK electronics) measured in five anatomical sites 

(forehead, cheek, neck, hand, and leg). Skin carotenes were also measured by the Multiple 

Spatially Resolved Reflection Spectroscopy (MSRRS) (Biozoom® GmbH). Food group intake 

was assessed using a validated Food Frequency Questionnaire. The statistical analysis was done 

by Jamovi® Software. The dietary patterns and their impact on the skin were compared using 

Mann–Whitney test and correlations were investigated by the Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient (p<0.05). Vegetable based diets are believed to bring multiple health benefits. 

Regarding skin physiology we could not find significant differences between the two groups, 

including the carotenoid content. TEWL was consistently higher in the VG group but significant 

differences could only be detected in the neck and leg. Looking for a potential relationship 

between the most frequent foods consumed by these two groups of participants and skin 

physiology we found that vegetables, vegetable drinks, milk, yogurt, and cheese showed a 

significant positive relationship with epidermal water balance. By opposition, alcoholic 

beverages and fast food showed a significant negative relationship with those variables. The VG 

group depicted a positive correlation with the carotenoid content, while red meat, viscera, 

alcoholic beverages, and sugar-sweetened beverages consumption typical of the OM group 

depicted a negative correlation. Our results are still exploratory being obvious that larger samples 

are needed for consistency. Nevertheless it is clear that dietary patterns might influence skin 
physiology and that this theme should be further explored. 
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Using a multiphoton TCSPC-FLIM system with ultra-fast detectors, we found extremely fast 
fluorescence-decay components in malignant melanoma. We found decay components with 
lifetimes, 1, from 10 ps to 20 ps, with amplitudes,  a1, as large as 98%. The data are in sharp 
contrast to the decay parameters in healthy tissue ( 1 =  185 ps, a1 = 55%) and in material from 
benign basal cell papilloma ( 1 =  96 ps, a1 = 45%). We believe that the ultra-fast decay 
component not only can be used to identify malignant-melanoma tissue and malignant-melanoma 
cells but also to gain information on mechanisms of tumor development. 
 

 

Fig. 1: FLIM of malignant-melanoma tissue. Vertical section through tissue sample, healthy tissue left, melanoma 
tissue right. Colour-coded image of the lifetime of the fast component, t1, of a triple-exponential fit of the data. Red 
to blue corresponds to 0 to 100 ps. Decay curves in characteristic spots of the image shown on the right. 
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Multiphoton imaging offers unique, high-resolution insights into the composition of the 

epidermal and upper dermal skin. The noninvasive technique can be readily performed in vivo 

since it relies on endogenous fluorophores which are excited by harmless NIR-laser pulses
1
. The 

fluorescence lifetime can provide, in addition to the signal intensity, information on the 

molecular signal origin and local metabolic activity. Its spatial distribution, depicted in pseudo-

colors, is represented in so-called FLIM images
2
. These images are used for identification of the 

skin composition, to evaluate healthy and diseased skin and to follow the penetration of 

substances and particles into tissues. In particular, the equipment of clinical multiphoton 

tomographs with FLIM capability enhances their application capabilities. It enables 

dermatological FLIM imaging which gives insight into skin conditions like inflammations as well 

as the state of skin cancer and is used in cosmetic research to evaluate the effect of anti-ageing 

products
3
. We give an overview of the technical possibilities and limitations of clinical in vivo 

multiphoton FLIM imaging for dermatological applications based on our own data as well as 

literature examples. 

	

 
Multiphoton FLIM imaging of healthy human skin in vivo. The images depict horizontal sections from the stratum 

corneum, stratum spinosum, stratum basale and the elastin-collagen network of the upper dermis (left to right). The 

colors represent the long decay-time parameter (t2) of endogenous autofluoroscence (here mainly from keratin, 

NAD(P)H, melanin, elastin, and collagen). The decay time was obtained by pixelwise fitting a two-exponetial decay 

function to time dependent autofluorescence data (red :< 1 ns, green : 1.5 ns, blue : >2 ns). The autofluorescence was 

generated by two-photon excitation with 780 nm femtosecond-laser pulses and its time dependence recorded using 

the technique of time correlated signal counting. Image regions : 135 µm x 135 µm. 
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Hair follicles constitute important drug delivery targets for skin antisepsis since they contain 25% 

of the skin microbiome. Nanoparticles are known to penetrate deeply into hair follicles. By 

massaging the skin, the follicular penetration process is induced based on a ratchet effect. 

Following the penetration process, an intrafollicular drug release can be initiated by various trigger 

mechanisms depending on the functionalization of the nanoparticles. 1  Here, we present two 

innovative types of nanocapsules (NCs) based on polymeric UVA-responsive backbones 

containing either polyurethane or hydroxyethyl starch. Both systems were functionalized by a 

photocleavable o-nitrobenzyl linker. We investigated follicular penetration as well as intrafollicular 

drug release on ex vivo porcine skin by using confocal laser scanning microscopy and subsequent 

image analysis. By irradiating the skin with a UVA-LED after application of the NCs, we were 

able to induce an intrafollicular UVA-triggered drug release covering approximately 350 to 500 µm 

depth. Furthermore, cell viability after exposure of HaCaT keratinocytes to intact and 

photodegraded NCs was investigated utilizing a MTT assay. Both systems showed biocompatible 

properties for certain concentrations. In conclusion, the application of the presented system 

represents a promising approach for an optimized follicular drug delivery and could be used for 

preoperative skin antisepsis.  

 
The figure shows the follicular penetration depth of hydroxyethyl starch-based NCs (A) as well as the intrafollicular 

UVA-triggered release of the model drug SR101 from the NCs represented by the loss of fluorescence intensity (B). 

Images of follicular penetration of the NCs are presented before irradiation with UVA (C) and after (D). 
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Background	and	aims	of	the	study	

Instrumentation	 technology	 for	 transepidermal	 water	 loss	 (TEWL)	 measurements	 has	 not	 been	

substantially	 modified	 since	 its	 introduction	 by	 Nilsson	 in	 1977.	 Recent	 progresses	 in	 sensor	

development	 allow	new	designs	 in	 sensor	 arrangement	 and	 innovative	data	evaluation	 techniques	

make	new	skin	parameters	accessible.	A	new	generation	of	probes	for	TEWL	measurements	using	a	

matrix	of	30	sensors	instead	of	the	typical	two	has	been	developed.	It	uses	spatial	statistical	analysis	

of	raw	measurement	values.		

The	 objective	 of	 an	 in	 vivo	 study	 was	 to	 compare	 the	 new,	 multi-sensor	 open	 chamber	 water	

evaporation	 probe	 (TM-Hex)	 for	 epidermal	 barrier	 assessment	with	 the	 established	 TM300	 probe.	

The	 primary	 endpoint	was	 to	 test	 the	 equivalence	 or	 comparability	 of	 the	 established	 tewameter	

measurement	probe	TM300	with	the	new	TM-Hex.		

	

Material	and	methods:		

Baseline	measurements	on	 the	volar	 forearam,	 repeated	measurements	and	assessement	on	eight	

different	 anatomical	 locations	 were	 performed	 in	 24	 healthy	 volunteers	 of	 both	 gender	 with	 the	

TEWA	Hex	and	the	TM300.		Real	life	data	were	assessed	in	a	very	recent	study	for	the	TEWA	Hex	in	

an	Antarctica	expedition.			

	

Results:	

We	 could	 show	 an	 excellent	 correlation	 p<0.001;	 R-coefficient=0.9)	 between	 TEWA	 Hex	 and	 the	

TM300.	The	coefficient	of	variance	(CV)was	11%	for	TEWA	Hex	and	19%	for	TM300.	At	the	different	

anatomical	locations	the	CV	ranked	between	7%	(right	inner	upper	arm)	and	14%	(palms).	

The	real	life	data	showed	robust	results	under	harsh	external	conditions.		

	

Conclusion:				

The	correlation	between	TEWA	Hex	and	TM300	along	with	the	robustness	of	the	measurements	with	

TEWA	Hex	 provide	 evidence	 that	 the	 new	 probe	 for	 assessement	 of	 epidermal	 barrier	 function	 is	

comparable	to	the	TM	300.	In	most	conditions	TEWA	Hex	shows	even	more	accurate	measurements	

than	the	TM300	probe.		
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Mast cells and macrophages are critical immune effector cells, which are present in most of the 

tissue and organs in the human body and play a crucial role in disease response. Assessment of 

their number and activation state is limited to histomorphometric analysis of biopsies. We showed 

label-free, in vivo and non-invasive visualization of mast cells1 and macrophages2 in human skin 

using two-photon excited fluorescence lifetime imaging (TPE-FLIM). A titanium sapphire laser at 

760 nm, generating 100 fs pulses at 80 MHz (Fig. 1a) was applied and provide an imaging depth 

of ≈150 µm in the skin at high resolution. We have identified TPE-FLIM parameters (fluorescence 

lifetime and intensity) of resting/activated mast cells and M1/M2 macrophages in vitro in the cell 

culture and confirm it in skin biopsies using cell-specific staining. Then, based on determined TPE-

FLIM parameters, we have visualized and quantified resting/activated mast cells (Fig. 1b, 1c) and 

M1/M2 macrophages (Fig. 1d, 1e) in the papillary dermis of healthy volunteers for the first time in 

vivo. TPE-FLIM parameters of resting/activated mast cells and M1/M2 macrophages are distinct 

and can be differentiated between each other, other cells and extracellular matrix at high sensitivity 

and specificity by the use of a developed machine learning model. The developed technique could 

be useful in clinical practice for managing patients with mast cell- and/or macrophage-related 

diseases including diagnostics, disease development and treatment control on the cellular level. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the two-photon excited fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope (a), resting (b) 

and activated (c) mast cells and M1 (d) and M2 (e) macrophages in healthy human dermis in vivo.  
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The Stratum Corneum (SC) is the first barrier of the skin1. When the integrity of the skin is 
compromised by constant high normal and shear stresses, pressure injuries may occur 2 . 
Therefore, investigating the mechanical properties of corneocytes, the SC main cells, can reveal 
important hints as to how skin at different anatomical locations bears load. Although dead, these 
cells undergo an active maturation process as they migrate upward, which includes the loss of 
corneodesmosomes and the stiffening of the cornified envelope (CE)1,3,4. The aim of this project 
was to characterize the mechanical and topographical characteristics of corneocytes using Atomic 
Force microscopy (AFM). Tapping mode and force spectroscopy were used for imaging and to 
assess changes in mechanical properties, respectively. A critical experimental review of the state-
of-the-art served as the basis for the characterization of the viscoplastic properties of these cells, 
which highlighted the main issues of deconvoluting AFM mechanical data. Corneocytes from 
different body sites (forearm, cheek, neck, sacrum, and medial heel) were analysed, and their 
surface properties (i.e., distribution of corneodesmosomes and CE maturity) revealed differences 
across anatomical regions. Finally, the influence of hydration and certain dermatologically 
relevant compounds (glycerol, ethanol, urea) on the mechanical and surface properties of 
corneocytes was investigated.  

 
Protocol for AFM measurements of corneocytes. Tape stripping was used to collect cells from the skin of healthy 
volunteers and corneocytes were extracted from the tape onto a glass slide by overnight incubation in xylene. AFM 
tapping mode and force spectroscopy were used to explore differences between anatomical sites and test conditions. 

Acknowledgement: this research has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under the Marie Skłodowska Curie grant agreement No 811965; project STINTS (Skin Tissue Integrity under Shear). 
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Skin microcirculatory research is in the center of multiple issues in health and disease, motivating 

the development of new technologies
1
. To generate functional imaging for fundamental purposes, 

including diagnostic is the ultimate trend justifying this current interest for the multiscan 

optoacoustic tomography. Our group has been specially interested in this multiple spectra 

optoacoustic tomography (MSOT). This system allows 3D visualization of reconstructed videos 

holding image signals from multiple wavelengths simultaneous
2
. In the present study we provide 

skin functional imaging after a challenge with Post-Occlusive Reactive Hyperemia (PORH) a 
classical exploratory maneuver often used in experimental physiology.  

Over a time window of 5minuts, the ventral forearm skin microvasculature of 6 healthy 

participants recruited after written consent was evaluated by MSOT during a PORH maneuver 

using a pressure cuff inflated up to 200mmHg. The interest wavelengths – chromophores were 

900nm for oxygenated hemoglobin-HbO2, 760nm for deoxygenated hemoglobin-Hb and 700nm 

for melanin. Microvasculature performance during this phases - rest (1min), cuff inflation to 

200mmHg compressing the brachial artery (1min), and deflation - recovery (3min) was 

continuously recorded during the process. Analysis of imaging reconstruction and unmixing 

provided quantification of HbO2, Hb, mean saturation of oxygen (mSO2) and total Hb (HbT) in 

selected video regions of interest (ROI)
3
. Acquisitions allowed the evaluation of 

microvasculature performance in 15mm volume within the skin. The time lapse analysis focused 

both skin plexus interconnectivity and distribution time, of microvascular units count (µVu – 

vascular density), inter unit average distance (�Ad), and capillary blood volume (mm
3
). 

This approach offers a functional approach over PORH, that appeals to an increasing community, 

in contrast to the single point measurements normally provided by laser Doppler flowmetry or by 

photopletysmography. 

 

 

1 Guerraty, M., Bhargava, A., Senarathna, J., Mendelson, A. A. & Pathak, A. P. Advances in translational 
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(8), 627-638, doi:10.1038/nmeth.3925, (2016). 
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Glabrous skin (GS) is a hair-free skin found on the palms and soles. It is innervated by specialized 

nerves, such as Meissner Corpuscles (MCs) that help to decodify tactile details. The aim of this 

study was to investigate the morphology of MCs in the hand using confocal laser scanning 

microscopy (LSM). Eighteen points on the hand of one volunteer (male, 30 years old) were 

analyzed with LSM. The number of MCs per mm² was determined. Later, eight participants (aged 

26 to 62 years) had their index and little fingers and tenar palm regions analyzed for the number of 

MCs, morphology, and thickness of the stratum corneum (SC). We discovered that the intensity of 

the reflectance differed between regions with and without receptors. MCs may be present alone, in 

duet or triplet in the same papillae and in proximity to the ridges. The distal phalanx presents a 

higher number of MCs per mm² (9 to 11) compared to medial and proximal phalanx (4 to 6) and 

to the palm (1 to 4). Regions with MCs could be identified by a higher reflectance (p<0.001) above 

the corpuscles which was related to a protrusion of the epidermis. We found a difference of 17±10 

µm in the depth at which the epidermis starts (red circles in Fig. 1A) between areas with and 

without MCs (Fig. 1). The SC thickness depends on the anatomic position, being thicker for the 

index finger. This peculiar local morphology of epidermis and SC above MCs may have a function 

in the transmission of mechanical stimuli towards tactile perception, reminiscent of a remote 

control where the SC is the button with increased area of contact and the MCs are the underlying 

electric switches. 

                           
Fig. 1 – Regions with receptors exhibit a protrusion of the epidermis into the SC appearing first in the stacks (red 

circles) and presenting a higher reflectance in the epidermis (A), evidenced by the purple circles (B), which are the 

highest points for the reflectance curves in A. The blue and purple curves evidence this differences in the LSM images, 

representing areas without and with MCs respectively (B). A schematic representation of the epidermal protusion 

caused by the MCs (C). 
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Facial wrinkle is an important hallmark for photoaging and a key evaluation parameter for testing 

the anti-aging benefit of a cosmetic product. In the cosmetic clinical testing field, wrinkle 

assessment is typically done by expert grading, 2D imaging with image analysis, silicone replica 

impression, and/or 3D imaging. One central question is that what is the minimal change in wrinkle 

depth that can be detected by trained human eyes. As cosmetic products focus on addressing the 

appearance of facial features, it is important to understand how much change is perceptible so we 

can further correlate with products effect and feedback into products formulation and innovation. 

Coupling the 3D imaging system and expert grader evaluation allowed us to address such a 

question. We asked several expert graders to score the wrinkle depth using a set of 2D photos 

captured with Primos device and analyzed the 3D capture using Primos software in parallel. 

Wrinkle depth at specific locations were marked. The expert grading was done following a 0-9 

scale with half point allowed. Grading scores from multiple graders were well aligned. When 

compared to the actual wrinkle depth measured with Primos device and software, good alignment 

was also achieved. Linear regression analysis indicates that 1 point grade in expert grading is about 

90-110 µm in depth difference with an R value > 0.8. Therefore, we believe the minimal change in 

wrinkle depth that can be detected by trained human eyes, typically half a point in grading, is about 

50 µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Wrinkle depth perception and 

measurement. (a). 2D image capture 

used for expert grading of wrinkle 

depth; (b). 3D image used for wrinkle 

depth analysis; (c). Wrinkle depth 

measurement performed using Primos 

software; (d). Correlation graph 

between measured wrinkle depth and 

expert grading data. 
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Multiphoton tomography based on near-infrared (NIR) femtosecond (fs) lasers provide non-

invasive 3D-optical biopsies with high-resolution (~300 nm) and has already been successfully 

used as a diagnostic tool in clinics1. 

So far, imaging is based on two-photon excitation of endogenous fluorophores e.g., elastin and 

metabolic coenzymes NAD(P)H and FAD as well as second harmonic generation of extracellular 

matrix protein collagen. Additionally, reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) yields non-

invasive cellular imaging of the skin in vivo based on modifications of intradermal refraction 

values2,3. The commercial system VivaScope employs a continuous wave (cw) NIR laser diode 

operating at 830 nm.  

The novel MPTcompact is a multimodal high-resolution optical imaging tomograph with a 

reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) module. The tomograph employs 80 MHz NIR 

femtosecond laser pulses for reflectance imaging in contrast to conventional RCM with a cw NIR 

laser. The use of fs NIR laser pulses has the advantage of complementary multiphoton and 

reflectance microscopy of skin. 

We demonstrate simultaneously recorded high-resolution multiphoton and reflectance confocal in 

vivo skin images of volunteers, patients with dermatological disorders, and of skin appendages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 K. König (Ed.) Multiphoton Microscopy and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging. De Gruyter, Berlin, 2018 
2 M. Rajadhyaksha et al., J Invest Dermatol. 104, 946-952 (1995) 
3 S. Gonzales et al., J Invest Dermatol. 111, 538-539 (1998) 
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Tattoos and body art are increasingly common, yet the influence of tattoo ink pigments on the skin 

is not well established, partly due to missing of imaging non-invasive methods.1 Following the 

recent development of label-free non-invasive visualization of resting/activated mast cells2 and 

M1/M2 macrophage 3  using two-photon excited autofluorescence (TPE-AF) and fluorescence 

lifetime imaging (TPE-FLIM), we investigate the localization of carbon black ink pigment in 

tattooed human skin in vivo. A tunable titanium sapphire laser at 760 nm, generating 100 fs pulses 

at 80 MHz (Fig. 1a) was applied and provide an imaging depth of ≈150 µm in the skin at high 
spatial and axial resolution. The cellular intake of carbon black nanoparticles is categorized with 

TPE-FLIM. Carbon black nanoparticle agglomerates were successfully identified in mast cells, 

macrophages and fibroblasts in the dermis and in the keratinocytes and Langerhans cells in the 

epidermis of fresh and old tattooed skin. The extracellular matrix was found to be free of tattoo 

inks after the initial skin regeneration of 3 weeks. Loading of highly fluorescent carbon black 

nanoparticles enables in vivo imaging of fibroblasts in the dermis by TPE-AF (Fig. 1b) and by 

TPE-FLIM (Fig. 1c) and Langerhans cells in the epidermis, which cannot be visualized in native 

conditions. In tattooed skin, cells are able to absorb/phagocytose tattoo inks and keep them for their 

lifespan, which was measured by the short TPE-FLIM and enhanced TPE-AF intensity. Tattooed 

skin has increased firmness and decreased elasticity, visible in thicker and less randomly oriented 

collagen I fibers compared to non-tattooed skin. The TPE-FLIM technique could be useful in 

clinical dermatological practice for managing patients with tattoo-related complications and to give 

useful information about cellular pathways of exogenous substances in the skin, their accumulation 

and understanding the skin regeneration after trauma. 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the TPE-FLIM tomograph (a). TPE-AF (b) and TPE-FLIM (c) images of carbon 

black nanoparticles-loaded fibroblasts (green in (b) and red in (c)), located between collagen I matrix (red in (b)) 

measured in vivo in a 24 months old tattoo. Scale bar: 12 µm. 

                                                 
1 W. Bäumler. Curr Probl Dermatol. 48, 176 (2015). 
2 M. Kröger., J. Scheffel, V.V. Nikolaev, et al. Sci Rep 10, 14930 (2020). 
3 M. Kröger., J. Scheffel, E.A Shirshin, et al. Biorxiv, 2021.11.29.470361 (2021). 
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Reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) is an in vivo, non-invasive method that allows real-time 

visualization of the epidermis at the cellular level. Thus, it allows the visualization of individual 

keratinocytes, providing topological and geometrical information which change with age during 

childhood and from one epidermal layer to another. To be able to calculate these properties, the 

first step is to identify the location of individual cells. Unfortunately, manual analysis of RCM 

images is hindered by image noise, graininess, and non-uniformity and thus is time-consuming, 

intensive, and subject to human error and inter-expert variability. 

We propose a method to automatically identify keratinocytes on RCM images of the stratum 

granulosum (SG) and stratum spinosum (SS) aiming to understand how skin architecture and 

cellular topology change with age during childhood. Our objective is to match the accuracy of 

manual identification of cells by experts.  

The proposed method is based on image analysis methods and is a three-step approach: (1) 

identification of the region of interest (ROI) containing the cells, (2) identification of the 

keratinocytes within the ROI, and (3) post processing to improve detection and correct it by 

removing detected cells too small to be correct and locally reapplying the first two steps to 

detected cells that were too large to be correct.  

RCM images of the volar forearm were collected from children, aged 3 months to 10 years old, 

and adults (as control group), aged 25 to 40 years old, preferably mothers of enrolled children. 

All participants were healthy and with Fitzpatrick types between I and III. In total, 1705 RCM 

images of the SG and SS were analyzed.  

To date attempts at automating the identification of cells on RCM images have been reported in 

the literature12 but on a limited number of images. This is the first “large-scale” analysis of RCM 

images of the epidermis that the authors are aware of.  

For all age groups and layers, we calculate cell area, cell perimeter, cell density and average 

distance to the nearest neighbor.  

Our results validate that keratinocytes are significantly larger in the granular layer than in the 

spinous layer, and that they get progressively larger with age. Accordingly, cell density decreases 

with age, while cell perimeters increase. Additionally, the differences are more pronounced in the 

SG than in the SS.  

 
1  D. Gareau, “Automated identification of epidermal keratinocytes in reflectance confocal microscopy,” J. 
Biomed. Opt. 16(3), 030502 (2011) [doi:10.1117/1.3552639]. 
2 M. A. Harris et al., “A Pulse Coupled Neural Network Segmentation Algorithm for Reflectance Confocal Images 

of Epithelial Tissue,” PLoS 2ONE 10(3), e0122368 (2015) [doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0122368]. 
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There are different types of skin hyperpigmentation, and the diagnosis of the skin pigmentation 

pattern alterations is fundamental for the right choice of treatment. Reflectance Confocal 

Microscopy (RCM) has been applied for the evaluation of morphological and structural 

characteristics of the skin as a support for the diagnosis and treatment of skin alterations a. In this 

context, the application of 3D imaging analysis for quantification of the skin hyperpigmentation 

can be useful for identify the extension of hyperpigmented area, which can help the development 

of more effective dermocosmetic products. Thus, the aim of this study was to quantify the 

hyperpigmented area of the skin photoaged and with melasma. After approval of Ethnics 

Committee, 20 females, aged between 45 and 50 years, Fitzpatrick phototype III and IV, with 

skin photoaged or melasma, were enrolled. The obtained images from RCM were sequentially 

imported and superimposed. This overlap was made according to the reflectance of the 

hyperpigmentation. Thus, after the formation of the 3D image, the brightness area was calculated 

in pixels². The results showed that there are significant differences (p<0.002) between extension 

of hyperpigmented area in the skin photoaged and melasma (Figure 1), where melasma covers 

almost the entire area of the image. In conclusion, the application of this kind of analysis allowed 

the evaluation of hyperpigmentation in different skin layers at same time, which is very important 

to optimize the imaging analysis by RCM. Finally, RCM 3D imaging analysis adds important 

information for the evaluation of different skin hyperpigmentation types in a quantitative, 

complete, and quick way. 

 

 
Figure 1: Representative RCM images of photoaged skin and melasma and quantitative analysis. 

_______________ 
a Maia Campos P.M.B.G., de Melo M.O., Mercurio D.G. ‘’Assessment of Skin Photoaging with Reflectance 

Confocal Microscopy’’. In: Issa M., Tamura B. (eds) Daily Routine in Cosmetic Dermatology. Clinical Approaches 

and Procedures in Cosmetic Dermatology. (Springer, Cham., New York, 2016). 
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A perception of superior quality is key to the success for topical semisolid products. Poor 

aesthetics (sensory attributes) of the product may adversely affect patient adherence and, 

in turn, lead to product failure. Furthermore, certain sensory perceptions such as cooling 

sensation are closely associated with therapeutic performance and hence must be evaluated 

to capture the full spectrum of therapeutic activity of the product. In this study, sensory 

comparison of 

metronidazole products 

comprising of gels, 

creams and lotion was 

conducted to obtain 

sensory profiles, through 

evaluations of a skin 

product panel and 

descriptive sensory 

analysis methodology. 

Parallelly, for laboratory 

manufactured products, 

we assessed the potential 

of instrumental analysis 

to evaluate sensory 

perceptions. Infrared 

camera thermal imagining (IRT) and thermocouples were used to measure and quantify 

cooling sensation. Rheological, Tribological and textural analysis was conducted to 

evaluate stickiness, spreadability, smoothness and other sensory perceptions. This work 

highlights the use of IRT-based technique for in vitro assessment of cooling effect through 

precise measurement of temperature dynamics.  

 

Figure 1. Sensory profile of metronidazole products. 
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Human skin maintains an optimal permeability barrier function in a terrestrial environment that 

varies considerably in humidity. Epidermal keratinocytes experience high osmolality under dry 

environmental conditions, due to increased transepidermal water loss, and a concomitant drying 

of the skin.  This study was designed to evaluate the effect of a formulation containing topical 

sorbitol on skin barrier and moisturization of subjects living in arid and humid regions in summer 

as well as winter.  Clinical studies indicated that skin chronically exposed to hot, dry environment 

appeared to exhibit stronger skin barrier and a lower baseline trans epidermal water loss. In 

addition, skin barrier was stronger in summer than winter. Sorbitol exhibited significant 

improvement in both barrier repair and moisturization, especially in individuals subjected to arid 

environmental conditions. 
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The setup of studies including physiological measurements directly at the home of the volunteers 

is a key step for the future of clinical evaluation in cosmetics. These kind of studies will indeed 

allow to track the efficacy of skincare products in real-time and real-life. However, some 

challenges need to be overcame. Two of these challenges are to assess the ability of the 

volunteers to perform correctly the measurements by themselves and to ensure that the 

reproducibility and the quality of the measurements are good enough to be used in a clinical 

study. 

This study is structured around 3 main aims :  

- evaluate the ease of use for the volunteers of the connected mirror 

- determine the acceptability of protocols carried out by the volunteers themselves at home 

- analyse the quality of the positioning of the face of the volunteers (also including the 

expression of the faces, the use of the blindfold to clear the face) on the « selfie » pictures 

taken with the mirror. 

In this test, 13 connected mirrors called Pixel have been sent and used during 5 days. These 

devices are composed by a 12MP wifi camera, a controlled light, a color chart and a magnetic 

system to set the distance between the mirror and the face. The volunteers took pictures of their 

entire face themselves directly at home in the evening after removing their make-up. The 

information on the protocol and the use of connected mirror was provided to the volunteers, 

thanks to a dedicated App that includes a chat. No face to face explanation was given. 

Finally, the connected mirrors appeared rather user-friendly especially after a first use. Indeed, 

the volunteers said that taking a front face photo was, on average, "a little difficult" on the first 

day and then "easy" from the second day of use. All of the volunteers did agree to participate 

again in this kind of study.  

For the positioning, 6 of the 13 volunteers were perfectly positioned all the time. For the other 

volunteers, the face was slightly cut at the top of the forehead or at the color checker located 

under the chin. This point could be improved by increasing the distance between the face and the 

mirror. A clinical scoring on these pictures is currently being performed to further validate the 

reproducibility of scoring. 

In conclusion, the Pixel mirror seems to be a promising means of measurement at home and in 

real condition for the volunteers.
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In vivo Raman spectroscopy is a broadly accepted technique providing detailed information about 

the molecular composition of the skin.  

We have recently introduced a method for quantitative analysis of in vivo skin penetration of 

topically applied products based on Raman spectroscopy1. The non-invasive nature of the method 

allows the monitoring of product concentration profiles (in mg/cm3), total product uptake (in 

g/cm2) and determination of product flux (in g/cm2/h). This can e.g. be used to provide 

essential in vivo information for assessment of the bio-equivalence of generic topical products to 

the original product.  

The in vivo data may also provide valuable input for the development and experimental 

validation of in silico PBPK-models.  

Actives and other formulation constituents can be monitored simultaneously, providing input for 

optimization of product formulation2,3.   

 

 

 

Confocal Raman spectra are measured at a range of depths in the skin and provide quantitative 

information about local product concentration. The area under the curve of the concentration profiles 

yields the tota amount of product in the skin. Monitoring its decrease over time after terminating the 

product application, enables calculation of the product flux through the skin. 

 

 

 
1P.Caspers, Translational Biophotonics.2019;1:e201900004. 
2A.Patel, Pharmaceutics 13:542, 2021 
3 Y. Zhang, Pharmaceutics13050726 
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As the outermost organ of the human body, the skin is continuously exposed to various 

mechanical environments. Aging skin is known to undergo alterations in its structure, leading to 

changes in the response to external stimuli. Therefore, this research investigated the response of 

skin at different ages with distinct mechanical stimulations. 

 

Utilizing human skin as the research object, two groups of males (20-35 and 50-65 years old) 

were mechanically stimulated for two weeks through two devices with alternative principles. 

LPG massager (no rhythm): Each subject was massaged for 2 minutes twice a day. Wave 

stimulation (independently developed by our research group): The volunteers were subjected to 

stimulation for 10 minutes once a day. Furthermore, the elasticity of the skin tissue was assessed 

by dint of Underskin
®

 technology. In addition, ultrasounds were employed so as to analyze the 

changes in the subcutaneous fascia and even the muscles. Besides, the microenvironmental blood 
flow in the assay area was monitored by Laser-Doppler. 

 

After a week of mechanical cues, the shear modulus of the skin increased in both stimulations. 

Since the wave stimulation generates shear waves and compression waves inside the skin, 

compared with the traditional massage, the effect of this system on the superficial fascia is 

emphasized: the shear modulus at the superficial fascia registered a 160% growth in the juvenile 

after the stimulus and 58% in the elderly. The ultrasound images illustrate, from the dermis to the 

deep fascia, an extension on both the X-axis and Y-axis concerning the two types of stimulated 

skin of elder volunteers, whereas the juvenile skin was compressed in the Y-direction and 

extended in the X-direction. Indirect contact with the skin, the LPG resulted in a leap in blood 

flow in all individuals, with an even more significant increase in younger participants. However, 

the wave propagation stimulation generated by the air yields little effect on blood flow.  

 

Wave stimulation is an innovative method that can achieve a massage effect, and assist wound 
healing, fascia therapy, and the development of anti-aging products.  
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Non-invasive methods for the determination of the SPF open new research possibilities, since 

volunteers no longer experience sunburn and results are available immediately after the 

measurement.  

In this contribution, we report on diffuse reflectance measurements, which are carried out with a 

compact technology based on a single LED and integral detection with photodiodes1. By this 

approach, an estimation of SPF or UVA-PF values, depending on the wavelength and spectral 

distribution of the LED emission, can be achieved. Previously, it was shown that a demonstrator 

setup using a single UVB-LED (308 nm) produces a good correlation with SPF reference values2. 

The results suggested the usefulness of the method in application studies, where a fast and simple 

measurement of relative changes of SPF values is advantageous and the accuracy of absolute SPF 

values is less relevant. Recent applications of the device are the measurement of inhomogeneity of 

sunscreen distribution by hand versus an electrohydrodynamic spray applicator3, sweat resistance 

of sunscreen products4 and the effect of an additional film former on the sunscreen homogeneity 

and transmission5. In addition, further results show the usefulness of a handheld demonstrator with 

a single UVA-LED. 

Fig. 1 : Left) Correlation of UVB-LED-

based SPF estimate and SPF reference 

values2. Right) handheld demonstrator 
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1 C. Reble, M. C. Meinke and J. Rass, "No more sun burn“, Optic & Photonic, vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 32-35, (2018). 
2 S. Kobylinski et al, “Noninvasive measurement of the308 nm LED-based UVB protection factor of sunscreens. J. 
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Using a newly developed 233 nm Far-UVC LED light source1, the skin damage on excised human 

skin and reconstructed human epidermis models has been investigated at doses sufficient for the 

eradication of MRSA and MSSA2. At 40 mJ/cm², only minor superficial DNA damage occurred in 

skin models. While at 1/10 of a UVB MED for skin type III (3 mJ/cm²), which served as a positive 

control, >80% CPD damage occurred throughout the entire epidermis down to the basal cells (Fig. 

1). 

The superficial CPD damage disappeared after 24 h caused by enzymatic repair mechanisms. 

Further, after irradiating 4 times at this dose every 24 h, all CPD damage had disappeared. 

After far-UVC irradiation with 40 mJ/cm², the radical formation was less than after exposition for 

20 min with visible light at ≈100 mW/cm², which is <<1/4 of a UVA MED. 
Our results suggest, that the exposition to far-UVC irradiation at 233 nm is harmless and causes 

negligible skin damage compared to positive controls, at doses that can be achieved by daily 

sunlight exposure. While several studies have shown similar results at 222 nm, with regard to the 

DNA damage, we show this behavior at 233 nm for the first time. 

 
Fig. 2 : Images of histological analysis of DNA damage in excised human skin stained for CPD damage. Positive cells 

are stained in dark red. Human skin irradiated with 3 mJ/cm² UVB (left), which is 0.1 of a UVB MED for skin type 

III) showed >80% CPD damage throughout the whole epidermis. The CPD damage after 40 mJ/cm² irradiation at 

233 nm (right) only occurred superficially in the epidermis. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
This work was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) 

within the “Advanced UV for Life” project “VIMRE” under Grants 03ZZ0146A-D. 

                                                 
1 Glaab, J., et al. (2021). "Skin tolerant inactivation of multiresistant pathogens using far-UVC LEDs." Scientific 

reports 11(1): 14647. 
2 Zwicker, P., et al. (2022). "Application of 233 nm far-UVC LEDs for eradication of MRSA and MSSA and risk 

assessment on skin models." Scientific reports 12(1): 2587. 
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Danish industry fostered together with the Technical University DTU a range of medical ultrasound 

devices sold worldwide. The 20MHz skin scanner produced by Cortex Technology, Hadsund 

pioneered by Jørgen Serup is today market leader for cross sectional imaging of the skin. TOOsonix, 

Hørsholm has developed a patented 20MHz high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) device that is 

constructed to deliver high energy to a focal point inside the dermis at a predetermined level relevant 

for the condition to be treated. The thermal insult inside the skin is enough to kill cancer cells. Existing 

HIFU equipments used for skin rejuvenation works at lower frequency and target the subcutis 

exclusively because of low resolution at the dermis level. The treatment with the new 20MHz device 

is dosed guided by the inbuild dermoscope.  

The device passed preclinical, animal and early clinical testing. It is CE-marked. The devise can be 

operated as an ablative method treating outer lesions and as a non-invasive device treating lesions 

that are hidden in the dermis without disturbing the outer skin thus with no wounding. This is superior 

in comparison with lasers. HIFU causes little pain only. The treatment was hitherto applied to actinic 

and seborrheic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, Kaposi sarcoma, haemangioma, warts, 

xanthogranuloma, Fox-Fordyce disease, tattoo removal and other indications1,2.  

Ongoing two-centre studies on skin cancer (with Roskilde Hospital) and neurofibroma 

Recklinghausen (Sahlgrenska Sjukhuset, SE coordinated with the Wellman Institute and the 

Bloomberg Foundation, USA) are described.  

Dermatology departments on all continents interested in this new method are invited for future 

projects on clinical application. The method can overcome some of the disadvantages of therapeutic 

lasers that work by penetrating thermal damage of very high temperature, associated with significant 

pain. 

 
1Serup J. New Treatment of actinic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, and Kaposi sarcoma Skin Research Technol 

2020;26:824-831 
2Serup J New ablative method for color-independent tattoo removal in 1-3 sessions. Skin Research Technol. 

2020;26:839-850 
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The amount of air pollutants is increasing globally and causing serious health problems. It affects 

skin health and has been linked to the development of skin diseases. As one of the largest organs 

in our body, the skin is exposed to environmental stress everyday. This promotes the development 

of oxidative stress, which can lead to premature skin aging, skin barrier impairment and cellular 

damage caused by free radicals. To date, there is no established method for assessing the extent of 

pollution on skin or the protective effect of the substances used. 

By the use of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, a new method has been 

established which can assess the potential risk of air pollution in the skin and verify the 

effectiveness of products designed to protect the skin. Spin-labeled PCA (3-(carboxy)-2,2,5,5-

tetramethyl-1-pyrrolidinyloxy) was used to study free radical formation in excised skin, with 

cigarette smoke as a model pollutant. In addition, the effect of combined smoke exposure and UVA 

radiation was investigated. A second method using confocal Raman microscopy has been 

established which allows a stress assessment without the use of an additional marker or external 

stressor. An increase of fluorescence intensity of the Raman bands can be an indicator for oxidative 

stress development. In this study, ex vivo and in vivo results will be presented.  

A smoke chamber for ex vivo and in vivo studies was developed to expose skin to cigarette smoke 

under reproducible conditions. Initial studies have shown that cigarette smoke promotes the 

production of free radicals in the skin; a positive correlation between nicotine concentration and 

free radical production is given. These results will help to establish a new method for measuring 

the impact of pollutants and preventive measures. 

Acknowledgments: The work is funded by European Regional Development Fund within the 

program “Pro FIT – Programm zur Förderung von Forschung, Innovationen und Technologien”  

Figure: Assessment of the effect of cigarette smoke on excised porcine skin. a) To expose skin to cigarette smoke, a 

newly designed chamber was used for reproducible conditions. b) With Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 

Spectroscopy, radical production in skin was investigated after exposure to the smoke of five cigarettes. c) With 

confocal Raman microscopy, oxidative stress via fluorescence intensity in skin was analyzed.  
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Facial skin aging signs, such as wrinkles and pigmented spots, have substantial individual
variations, and require reliable quantification methods1. To solve the conventional object
detection problems (e.g. unstable feature extraction and weak generalization ability), we
decomposed the full-face into six sub-regions, and developed a two-step deep-learning network.
We first performed multi-task learning of segmentation based on more than 25,000 labeled
images. We then linearly fit the score of each sub-region with perceived age, an artificial skin
aging label manually scored by dermatologists. Particularly, a novel melanoma detection
solution2 that won the ISIC Challenge was used for pigmented spots detection, while a
MorphMLP architecture3 was also proposed to capture local details and long-range information
for wrinkle detection. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we collected facial images
of 26 Chinese subjects aged between 22 and 49. Based on our deep learning-based algorithms,
the wrinkle scores of various subregions were strongly correlated with age (PCC: 0.68-0.89). The
overall wrinkle score also showed much stronger correlation with age than the score derived from
other conventional algorithms (PCCEve =0.91 vs. PCCVisia=0.54). The score of pigmented spots
also showed the same pattern (PCCEve=0.31 vs. PCCVisia=0.23). In conclusion, our deep learning-
based algorithms could accurately quantify facial skin aging signs, and outperformed the
conventional algorithms. It could be a useful instrument for skin aging related studies.

1 Liu, Y., Gao, W., Koellmann, C., Le Clerc, S., Huls, A., Li, B., Peng, Q., Wu, S., Ding, A., Yang, Y., et al. (2019).
Genome-wide scan identified genetic variants associated with skin aging in a Chinese female population. J Dermatol
Sci 96, 42-49.
2 C. Qian, T.L., H. Jiang, Z. Wang, P. Wang, M. Guan. (2018). A Detection and Segmentation Architecture for Skin
Lesion Segmentation on Dermoscopy Images. In International Conference on Medical Image Computing and
Computer. (Granada, Spain)
3 KC.Li, YP.chen(2021) MorphMLP: A Self-Attention Free, MLP-Like Backbone for Image and Video.
(arXiv:2111.12527)
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In this work we present a multi-perspective view that encompasses both the perceptual and the 

motor aspects, as well as the response of skin mechano-receptors, to analyze and better 

understand the complex mechanisms underpinning the tactile representation of texture and 

motion. Such a better understanding of the spatiotemporal features of the tactile stimulus can 

reveal novel transdisciplinary applications in neuroscience and haptics. 

The works that will be presented are based on the innovative “TouchyFinger” technology, figure 
(1). It is a connected and augmented technology, developed in our laboratory and patented. The 

device makes it possible to equip the human finger and measure the support force and the 

vibrations generated by friction during the movement of the finger. TouchyFinger is equipped 

with a vibration frequency analyzer and allows to identify the vibration level, the temporal 

frequencies and the wavelengths of the textures in each frequency band of the mechanoreceptors. 

The goal is to finely analyze the tactile feeling of textures by the mechanoreceptors of the human 

finger as well as the effect of the rigidity of the substrate on the spectral content. This technology 

responds to industrial and medical issues and makes it possible to generate useful databases for 

each application for the development of artificial intelligence. Illustrations of the tactile response 

of the human finger will be presented with an important contribution in understanding the 

mechano-biology and the effect of tribological stimulation on the mechano-transduction of touch. 

Insert the text of your abstract here. The abstract including title, figure, references, etc. must not 

exceed one page. Use A4 paper format. Set all margins (left, right, top, and bottom) to 25 mm. 

The text should be written in a 12 pt Times New Roman font. Typeset the text in full 

justification.    

References should be cited in “footnote fashion” using a superscript1,2. The references should be 

typed in a 10-point Times New Roman font in the format used below. 

The inclusion of a figure that in graphical abstract style summarizes your contribution is 

encouraged.  

 
Figure.1 Touchy Finger Technology 
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 Kefir intake reduces the clinical severity in atopic dermatitis by improving 

epidermal “barrier” 
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Skin barrier dysfunction correlates with clinical severity of atopic dermatitis (AD) and with 

immune dysregulation, are at the onset of AD
1
. Probiotics have shown beneficial effects on skin 

health, namely in the reduction of severity in AD
2
. Kefir is a traditional fermented food with 

numerous putative health benefits, attributed both to its unique microbial composition and the 

action of its metabolites, specially concerning lactic acid
3
. This study aimed to explore the effects 

of kefir ingestion on the skin of atopic individuals. The study was approved by the local ethics 

committee (CEECTS1/2018). All participants gave their informed consent. Participants (n=19), 

all clinically confirmed as atopic patients, were divided into two groups, the kefir group, which 

received and ingested 100 mL of kefir daily for 8 weeks, and the control group. Skin barrier 

function was assessed by measuring transepidermal water loss (TEWL) and stratum corneum 

hydration, while the degree of AD severity, was evaluated by the SCORing of Atopic Dermatitis 

index (SCORAD). Skin measurements were obtained in the volar forearm, before and after the 

intervention. Results have shown significant improvements of TEWL, hydration and SCORAD 

index in the kefir group (p<0.001, p=0.001, p<0.001 respectively) compared to control. The 

additional comparison of skin parameters, in the beginning and in the end of the intervention, has 

shown in the kefir group, showed a significant TEWL decrease (p=0.008) and hydration increase 

(p=0.007).  No differences were observed in the control group for the same variables. This study 

suggests that the regular ingestion of kefir improves epidermal barrier and water balance in atopic 

skin patients, and mitigates AD clinical severity. To our knowledge, this was the first in vivo 

study design to provide evidence on the positive impact of kefir ingestion in atopic patients. 

Overall this work contributes to reinforce the interest on the beneficial effects of kefir on human 

skin. 

 
1
 N. Stefanovic, A.D. Irvine, C. Flohr. Curr. Treat. Options Allergy, 8(2021)222-241. 

2
 A. Makrgeorgou, J. Leonardi-Bee, F.J. Bath-Hextall, et al.. Cochrane Database Syst. Rev., 2018(2018)1-146.  

3
  N.F. Azizi, M.R. Kumar, S.K. Yeap, et al.. Foods, 10(2021)1-26.  
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The skin is an envelope that covers the entire body. Today, understanding and studying its 

mechanical, biological or sensory properties is essential, particularly in dermatology or 

cosmetology. For example, in dermatology, the practitioner evaluates lesions by touch. Thus, the 

use of a device to assess the mechanical properties of the skin will help and complement the 

clinicians' diagnosis in an objective way. An extension device was developed to perform 

relaxation tests to mechanically characterize the cutaneous tissue. It was then coupled with 

imaging tools such as LC-OCT and ultrasound to understand the behavior in depth, layer by 

layer, during a relaxation test. The results of this study can be divided into two parts: the general 

behavior by studying the viscoelastic parameters and the superficial behavior by mapping the 

mechanical behavior in depth. 

 

This work presents a method for studying the mechanical characteristic of the sublayer skin. First 

of all, the research on the general behavior, through the study of viscoelastic parameters, shows 

the influence of certain factors on the response. The relaxation test (n=12) show the strong skin 

anisotropy as well as its age and gender dependency. For example, we observed that the 

viscoelastic parameters were higher in the direction of the forearm Langer lines 45° than 

perpendicular to these lines 135° .This method could then be applied to other parameters such as 

the influence of a cosmetic product, the difference between healthy and pathological skin, etc. 

Furthermore, the combination of the extension system with LC-OCT and ultrasound allows us to 

understand the superficial behavior of the skin in depth during an extension. The analysis of the 

depth images confirm the non-homogeneity of the skin structure and the role of the fascia in the 

skin movement, by calculating the deformation layer by layer. In fact for a surface deformation, 

the depth deformation varies according to the skin layer. 

 

Finally, this work provides the basis for a deeper understanding of the mechanical behavior of the 

skin in extension from surface to depth and the influence of certain factors. 
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Cymbopogon citratus (DC.) Stapf, commonly known as lemongrass, is an important aromatic 

medicinal plant cultivated in different regions of the world. Its essential oil is widely used for the 

production of fragrances, cosmetics, detergents, and pharmaceuticals. However, there is no clear 

evidence of the alleged effects of C. citratus (EOCC) on human skin. Thus, the aim of this study 

was to evaluate the effects of one formulation containing EOCC on skin’s physiology in healthy 

volunteers. A Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) gel containing 5% EOCC (Cantinho das 

Aromaticas, Portugal) was prepared. Twelve healthy volunteers (4 men and 8 women) mean age 

36.2 ± 16.3 years old were selected after informed written consent. All procedures were 

conducted respecting all principles of good clinical practice and approved by the institutional  

Ethics Committee (approval reference ECTS 04/13). Two areas (3cmx3cm) were drawn in 

forearm. In one area one formulation containing EOCC was applied with a spatula while in the 

other only gel (control) was applied. This procedure was repeated for 14 days twice/day (morning 

and night). In the beginning and by the end of the experiment, transepidermal water loss 

(Tewameter® CK electronics), hydration (Moisturemeter® DTec), and biomechanics skin 

(Cutiscan® CK electronics) parameters were measured. Images from High Resolution 

Sonography (HRS) were also taken at those sites with the Dermascan C (Cortex Tec). A 

methylnicotinate-provocation test was applied and followed with Laser Doppler Flowmetry 

(LDF, Perimed AB). A significant decrease in Transepidermal Water Loss (TEWL), as well as a 

significant increase in epidermal hydration, were observed at these areas treated with the 

formulation containing EOCC. An increase in firmness and elasticity was also noted. The HRS 

showed that epidermis is more echogenic after the application of formulation indicating that 

essential oil penetrates only the most superficial layers of the skin. Noteworthy, the site 

previously “protected” with the EOCC formulation revealed a reduced microinflammatory 

reaction following the methylnicotinate challenge. In conclusion, our results suggest that this 

formulation with EOCC is safe for topical application showing an interesting potential to be 

applied in skin care. 

 
Acknowledgments:  This work is funded by national funds through FCT - Foundation for Science and 
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Knowing the evolution of the mechanical properties of the skin and understanding the origin of 

these properties is very important in medicine, surgery, and cosmetics. Studies performed in vitro 

and ex vivo show that links exist between the mechanical properties of the skin and the collagen 

and elastin fibers network in the dermis1,2.  

In this study we propose a combination of two innovative experimental tests performed in vivo on 

the skin of the forearm and the thigh to show the influence of the organization of the dermal fiber 

network on the mechanical properties of the human skin and its anisotropy. The first method 

consists in non-contact impact tests using a device able to apply an air pressure onto the outer 

surface of the skin. It generates Rayleigh waves that spread in the skin. The speed of this wave is 

measured in 7 directions and values of the Young's moduli are deduced. The second method uses 

Line-field Confocal Optical Coherence Tomography (LC-OCT)3 which allows to take images of 

human skin in vivo with very high spatial resolution. This technology allows two types of images: 

vertical section images and horizontal images. Thanks to these two modalities, it is possible to 

obtain the full 3D image of the volume of the skin. From these images we extract the densities of 

fibers and their orientation in the plan parallel to the surface of the skin. The study is carried out 

on 42 volunteers aged from 20 to 55 years old. The results show a correlation between the 

mechanical properties of the skin at the surface and the structure in depth of its layers in the 

volume (0.31 < r(Spearman) < 0.41). We could observe that the Young's modulus of the skin in one 

direction depends on the density of the fibers in this same direction. The greater the fiber density, 

the higher the Young's modulus. 

 
Figure 1: Non-contact impact test and LC-OCT images of skin  

 
1 M. Gasior-Głogowska et al., “FT-Raman spectroscopic study of human skin subjected to uniaxial stress,” J. Mech. 
Behav. Biomed. Mater., vol. 18, pp. 240–252, 2013. 
2 A. Delalleau, G. Josse, J. M. Lagarde, and P. F. Dermo-cosmétiques, “Un modèle hyperélastique à réorientation de 

fibres pour l ’ analyse des caractéristiques mécaniques de la peau,” 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266492847, no. December 2014, 2014. 
3J. Ogien, O. Levecq, H. Azimani, and A. Dubois, “Dual-mode line-field confocal optical coherence tomography for 

ultrahigh-resolution vertical and horizontal section imaging of human skin in vivo,” Biomed. Opt. Express, vol. 11, 

no. 3, pp. 1327–1335, 2020. 
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In the medical examination field, palpation is one of the exploration techniques of the human 

body and is part of the in-vivo diagnostic method. However, physical asperities are challenging to 

palpate, in which additional, quantifiable measurements are beyond necessary to gain an utter 

understanding of these. Indeed, many pathologies involve tissue structural changes resulting in 

modifying their mechanical properties. Numerous technologies came to light to assess these 

structural changes – e.g., elastography – yet they are primarily designed for profound tissue. So, 

they are unlikely to measure mechanical responses of the skin's outermost layers. A gap must be 

filled, and a specific device designed to analyze the mechanical properties of the thinnest layers 

of skin must heave into sight. 

Following up on last year’s UNDERSKIN®1 introduction, novel investigations shed light on an 

inversion model utilizing the uttermost skin layer – Stratum Corneum – and viscoelastic 

parameters. Indeed, serendipitous characteristics lie in that layer, in which the removal of it, by 

dint of the tape stripping technique, yields astonishing outcomes. Moreover, not only was 

UNDERSKIN® capable of analyzing skin’s elasticity, previously considered as a purely elastic 

material, but it now assesses it by taking heed of its viscosity. Besides, the viscoelastic model 

validation on phantoms came beforehand, for which the determination of their viscoelastic 

properties was analyzed via DMA testing. Therefore, including these improvements into 

experimental assessments representations, such as a map, and anisotropic plot, prove 

UNDERSKIN® to be earmarked as an excellent assistance device to gain objective knowledge of 

skin mechanical behavior such as cosmetic effects, tumoral skin, and skin aging. 
 

 
1 Patent filed in November 2020 with PULSALYS 
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The aim of this work was to evaluate the performances of the recently developed in vivo imaging 
device Line-Field Confocal Optical Coherence Tomography (LC-OCT, DAMAE Medical, which 
has a better resolution that classical OCT) compared to the Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 
(CLSM, Vivascope 1500, Mavig) from a qualitative point of view and assessment of the 
epidermal thickness according to age.  
 
We conducted a mono-centric open-label study. A total of 17 subjects divided into three groups 
(3–6 months, 5–7 years and 20–25 years) were recruited. Acquisitions have been performed on 
volar forearm. CLSM allows horizontal plane visualization. LC-OCT allows horizontal, vertical, 
and three-dimensional visualization with a better resolution in the vertical axis, a wider field of 
view and a faster image acquisition compared to CLSM. Full epidermis thickness was calculated 
as the mean value between the surface and the dermo-epidermal junction on a vertical 
reconstruction for CLSM and on a vertical acquisition for LC-OCT. 
 
Acquisitions with both devices allow a visualization of the epidermis at cellular level. Results 
obtained with both devices give a slight decrease of full epidermis thickness according to age. 
This result is in accordance with a previous study using classical OCT but differs from those 
obtained using CLSM without reconstruction of the vertical plane of the epidermis. 
 
This pilot study demonstrated the ability of both devices for the in vivo skin imaging on different 
age groups and their coherence. LC-OCT offers a new way for skin analysis and specially for 
pediatric applications. Larger studies are required to further interpret the discrepancies on 
epidermis thickness variation described by previous works. 
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 Massage is used for several centuries with well-known therapeutic benefits. Positive 
effects of massage on pediatric population are well documented for example on sleep 
disturbances, parent-child interaction and parental stress1. The aim of this work was to evaluate 
the effects of massage in a pediatric population using a new transformative texture product: study 
on the child, the parent and the parent-child interactions. 
 We conducted a mono-centric open-label study under dermatological and pediatric 
controls. 75 subjects were recruited aged from 7 days to 24 months. Massage has been performed 
daily by parents during 21 days at home after toilet and before sleep with a new transformative 
texture “gel to oil” massage balm. No instructions for the massage method were given. Tolerance 
evaluation was performed. Assessments of the effects of the massage just after the first 
application (performed on the study site), after 7 days (telephone questionnaire) and after 21 days 
have been performed using clinical scoring (redness, dryness, roughness and suppleness) and 
questionnaires related to the efficacy and cosmetic qualities of the product, the child well-being 
and sleep, the parent-child interaction and the mood and stress of the parent. Video recording of 
the parent face has been performed during the first massage and percentages of time of Joy and 
Disgust emotions detected using an artificial intelligence algorithm based on deep learning have 
been calculated. 
 Tolerance of the massage product was very good. Improvement of redness, dryness 
roughness and suppleness were observed immediately after the first application and after 21 days. 
After 21 days, parents perceived effects on moisturizing and nourishing of the child skin. The 
transformative texture was well appreciated for the massage and considered as a sensorial texture. 
Effect of the massage with the product on the child well-being has been positively perceived 
immediately and after 21 days. Improvement of the time for getting asleep has been observed. 
Parents perceived an improvement of the interaction, the complicity and the emotional bonds 
with their child. Effects on parent’s mood and stress were also observed. During the first 
massage, Joy emotion was identified during 35.3±21.6% of the massage time and Disgust 
emotion during only 4.8±5.4%. 
 This study demonstrated that a “real-life” massage without any specific instructions has 
positive effects on the child well-being, the parent mind and the parent-child interaction. The 
transformative texture of the product was well perceived for the massage and the product 
improved child skin. Emotions assessment method used gave convincing results for a massage 
application. 

 
1 T. Field. Pediatric Massage Therapy Research: A Narrative Review. Children 2019, 6, 78 
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During pregnancy mechanical stretching of abdomen skin due to baby growth is very 
important and could lead to skin breakage (also known as striae distensae or stretch mark). 
Recent work demonstrated that biomechanical properties of healthy abdomen skin change 
drastically during pregnancy and that these properties remain altered 4 months after delivery1. It 
remains unclear if these observed modifications are homogeneous on the abdomen area or if a 
specific area is more affected. The aim of this pilot study is to perform a mapping of abdomen 
skin properties of a woman at 8 months of pregnancy using various non-invasive techniques in 
order to evaluate if gradient or specific pattern of these properties exist. 
 

25 measurement points have been defined on one half of the abdomen. Assessments 
performed included hydration (Corneometer CM825), Transepidermal Water Loss (TEWL, 
Vapometer SWL-5), mechanical properties (Cutometer SEM 575) and thickness and 
echogeneicity of the skin (Dermascan 20 MHz). Mapping of each property has been performed 
by interpolation algorithm using Octave software. 

 
Results obtained show that skin biophysical parameters 

were not homogeneous on abdomen as illustrated by figure 1 
with skin thickness. Moreover, specific locations exhibited 
particular properties. High variations of the measurements 
between the 25 points were observed: 104% for hydration, 40% 
for TEWL, 134% for echogeneicity, 47% for thickness and 
30% to 160% for biomechanical properties. Study of the 
relationships between all measured parameters demonstrated 
that some skin properties are significantly correlated while 
others are independent. 
 

This pilot study demonstrated that the skin properties of women at 8 months of pregnancy 
are not homogeneous on the abdomen, tending to show that specific area could be more affected 
and therefore more subjected to stretch mark formation. A future study will compare women at 
different stages of pregnancy to quantify the variations of skin properties on the abdomen along 
pregnancy time.   

 
1 G. Boyer, N. Lachmann, G. Bellemère, C. De Belilovsky and C. Baudouin. Effects of pregnancy on skin properties: 
A biomechanical approach. Skin Res Technol. 2018 Nov;24(4):551-556. 

Figure 1: skin thickness mapping. 
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Background:  

Context: skin microbiome and skin physiology are important indicators of the epidermal 

homeostasis status. Stress models are able to reveal pathological conditions and modulating 

effects. Purpose:  we investigated the cutaneous microbiome (16S-rRNA-gene amplicon 

sequencing) in relation to skin physiology (barrier function, stratum corneum hydration, 

surface-pH) after mild tape stripping (TS) without treatment compared to two cosmetic leave-

on lotions (pH5.5 vs. pH9.3) in 25 healthy volunteers. 

Results 

TS reduced the alpha-diversity with a recovery over 7 days without treatment. Both lotions 

significantly accelerated the recovery of the alpha-diversity after 2 days with a slightly higher 

rate for lotion pH5.5. After TS, the relative abundance of Proteobacteria was increased, 

whereas Actinobacteria were reduced. TS reduced the relative abundances of skin-associated 

genera. Taxa compositions normalized after 7 days in all treatment groups. Both lotions 

accelerated the normalization. Lotion pH9.3 induced a significant increase of skin-pH. Both 

lotions induced an increase in stratum corneum hydration.   

Conclusion 

The study proved the suitability of an experimental stress model to assess skin surface 

microbiome in relation to skin physiology. The positive effect of skin care on cutaneous 

microbiome in relation to skin physiology has a significant modulatory effect on exogenous 

stress-induced epidermal alterations.   
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Sensory analysis of odor has traditionally been done by trained expert panels in the cosmetic testing 

field. With the advancement of sensor technology for artificial olfaction it is of great interest to 

explore the feasibility of applying this technology to achieve objective and quantitative assessment 

of odor in the cosmetic testing field. The Heracles Neo Electronic Nose (eNOSE) system is chosen 

to assess odor from a range of products. This eNOSE system is based on ultra-fast gas 

chromatography technology with an embedded temperature-controlled odor concentrator. Volatile 

compounds injected into the system are detected by two flame ionization detectors and identified 

using AroChemBase software. This system offers a wide dynamic range and high sensitivity. We 

have used this system in a proof-of-principle (POP) study in human odor detection and masking. 

Our preliminary result identified key signature molecules in human sweat such as acetic acid and 

dimethyl trisulfide. Use of deodorant appeared to mask the peak level of those sweat odor to certain 

extent. The effect of the deodorant can be quantified through multi-dimensional analysis. The 

masking effect tends to wear off over time as the multi-dimensional distance between the two 

conditions, with and without deodorant, is reduced at hour 8 when compared to hour 4. This POP 

study suggests that the eNOSE system may potentially be used for human odor detection and 

analysis therefore provide objective and quantitative result in odor sensory testing field. 
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Introduction: Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is an optical method and can be used to study the 

morphologic and biophysical properties of skin conditions. In this study, we characterize the 

different biophysical properties of erythematous skin conditions 

Methods: Cancerous, inflammatory and vascular conditions were evaluated, which included 

basal cell carcinomas, psoriasis and port wine stains, respectively. Baseline demographics were 

collected including age, Fitzpatrick skin type, body site measured, and gender. Lesional and 

perilesional skin were measured. Perilesional assessments were of normal skin within 3 cm, and 

of the same anatomical site with similar surface topography. Measurements were conducted with 

an integrated real-time diffuse reflectance system. The hardware comprises a white light source, 

a fiber and fiber bundle delivery system, and hand-held single fiber probe, a spectrograph, a 

charge couple device camera and a computer. Stamatas-Kollias algorithm was used to 

characterize the oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2), deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb), melanin, and 

scattering content.  

Results: Similar absorption peaks were seen in the various red inflammatory skin conditions 

including at 532 nm and 585 nm, which corresponded to HbO2 (p>0.05). However the vascular 

condition, port wine stain, showed a higher content of Hb content compared to cancerous and 

inflammatory conditions. Melanin content was not significantly altered in lesional compared to 

perilesional skin types. Scattering was found to be higher in lesional skin.  

Conclusion: In this study, the different biophysical properties were evaluated of skin conditions 

that appear red on visual inspection. HbO2 was higher in all conditions and Hb was noted to be 

higher in vascular conditions compared to the cancerous and inflammatory conditions studied. 

Further studies have been planned to examine other biophysical properties measured through 

other optical methods of these skin conditions.  
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Introduction: Raman spectroscopy is an optical method and can be used to study the molecular 

composition profiles in the skin. In addition, due to its non-invasive modality, it can be used to 

assess serial measurements on the same body site to monitor disease progression. In this study, 

we characterize the molecular composition, including lipid, protein and water content, in eczema 

patients.  

Methods: Patients with eczema were evaluated and baseline demographics were collected 

including age, Fitzpatrick skin type, body site, and gender. Lesional and perilesional skin were 

measured. Perilesional assessments were of normal skin within 5 cm; if there was no adjacent 

normal skin then the contralateral body site was measured. Measurements were conducted with 

an integrated real-time Raman system. The hardware comprises a diode laser (785 nm), fiber and 

fiber bundle delivery system, hand-held Raman probe,  spectrograph, a charge couple device 

camera and computer.  

Results: A total of 55 patients with eczema (male=49%)  were evaluated. Body sites measured 

were the head and neck, trunk and extremities. The total Raman intensity was lower for eczema 

compared to perilesional skin in both the fingerprint and high wavenumber region. In the high 

wavenumber region, Raman intensity was high between 3400-3525 nm and between 2800-3000 

nm with three major peaks. The three major peaks corresponded to ceramide and keratin values. 

Compared to perilesional skin, eczematous skin  showed lower symmetric and asymmetric lipid 

(p<0.05), asymmetric protein (p<0.05) and bound water (p<0.05). 

Conclusion: Our study has shown that eczemacontains a lower amount of lipids such as 

ceramide, asymmetric protein and bound water. Further studies are planned to correlate these 

findings with morphologic traits, disease severity, and treatment response.  
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Malignant melanoma is a highly aggressive tumour metastasising at an early stage and can lead to 

death. For this reason, early detection of malignant melanoma and differentiation from other skin 

lesions is of great importance 1. Multiphoton tomography is a new non-invasive examination 

method in the clinical diagnosis of skin alterations that can be used for such early diagnosis2. 

We present a method for automated analysis of multiphoton images of the skin. To characterize 

the multiphoton images of the skin, the anatomical characteristics that are particularly important 

for distinguishing malignant melanoma, healthy skin, and lesions were selected and transferred 

into features extractable from multiphoton images of the skin3. The following features at the 

cellular and subcellular level were extracted: cell symmetry, cell distance, cell density, cell and 

nucleus contrast, nucleus cell ratio, and homogeneity of cytoplasm. The extracted features formed 

the basis for the subsequent classification. Two feature sets were used. The first feature set 

included all extracted features, while the second feature set included significantly different 

features. The classification was performed by a Support Vector Machine, the k-Nearest 

Neighbour algorithm, and Ensemble Learning. 

The best classification results were generated with the Support Vector Machine using all features 

with an accuracy of 52 % and 79.6 % for malignant melanoma and healthy skin, respectively. 

The main limitation of the present work is the small number of subjects. Nevertheless, our results 

indicate that the proposed method can distinguish malignant melanoma, lesions, and healthy skin. 

                                                 
1 Leitlinienprogramm Onkologie der Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Wissenschaftlichen Medizinischen Fachgesellschaften 

e.V., Deutschen Krebsgesellschaft e.V., Deutschen Krebshilfe (Hrsg.), S3 - Leitlinie zur Diagnostik, Therapie und 

Nachsorge des Melanoms, AWMF-Register-Nummer: 032/024OL, Langversion 3.3, 2020. 
2 K. König, “Multiphoton tomography (MPT)” in K. König (ed.). Multiphoton Microscopy and Fluorescence 

Lifetime Imaging, (De Gruyter, Berlin, 2018: 247-263). 
3 I. Lange et al, Feature Extraction for Classification of Lesions and Malignant Melanomas in Multiphoton 

Tomography Skin Images, ISBS 2021 Digital Congress on Biophysics and Imaging of the Skin (Online, 2021). 
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Multiphoton tomography (MPT) is based on nonlinear excited autofluorescence and second 

harmonic generation (SHG) by 80 MHz near infrared femtosecond laser pulses. The major MPT 

signal is the fluorescence from the reduced coenzyme NADH. The second most important signal 

is the SHG signal from the extracellular matrix protein collagen. So far, most clinical MPT 

devices are based on a bulky tunable titanium:sapphire laser (670-950nm). The laser needs a 

water chiller. The laser beam is guided through an optical arm.  

Here we report on the development of a compact MPT device that is based on an ultracompact 

chiller-free 80 MHz fiber laser at a “fixed” wavelength of 780 nm. The laser head is positioned 

within the measurement head that includes also a beam scanner, multiple photon detectors, and a 
high NA1.3 focusing optics. The use of an optical arm is no longer required. 

The multimodal device has (besides autofluorescence/SHG detection) also modules for confocal 

reflectance, fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM), and dermoscopy. The novel tomograph was 
tested in a cosmetic research facility in Japan as well in two skin cancer clinics in Germany.    
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Malignant melanoma is a skin cancer that develops from melanocytes, which are pigment-

containing cells found in the basal layer. The melanoma grows rapidly and metastasizes easily
1
. It 

is highly lethal in cases where it is not diagnosed early
2
.  

With a typical size of a skin cell in the basal layer of about 10 µm, a resolution of 1 µm or better 

is required to visualize subcellular details. Optical high-resolution, non-invasive, and non-

destructive imaging techniques such as in vivo multiphoton tomography (MPT) are suitable for 

this purpose
3
.  

We propose a novel automatic segmentation algorithm for separating human skin cells from the 

rest of the tissue as the basis of an image processing pipeline for early diagnosis of human skin at 

the subcellular level in fluorescence data from three-dimensional multiphoton tomography scans. 

The high robustness of the segmentation to variable size and contrast ratios of different cell types 

and skin layers is achieved by the method of multi-stage merging on pre-processed superpixel 

images
4
. The assignment of segments to cell cytoplasm and nuclei is based on a feature-based 

cell model. In addition to local gradients and compactness, the relationship between outer cell 

and inner nucleus (OCIN) and the stability index are derived for the first time. The OCIN feature 

describes the topology of the model, while the stability index indicates the segment quality in the 
multi-stage merging process. 

We illustrated our approach on a 200 x 200 x 100 µm
3
 image stack containing the stratum 

spinosum and stratum basale skin layers of a healthy volunteer. Our image processing pipeline 

contributes to the fully automated classification of human skin cells in multiphoton data and 

provides a basis for the skin cancer detection by non-invasive optical biopsy. 

                                                
1
	Tejera-Vaquerizo, A. et al. Chronology of metastasis in cutaneous melanoma: growth rate model. The Journal of 

investigative dermatology 132, 1215–1221 (2012).	
2
 Noone, A. M. et al. Melanoma of the Skin. SEER Cancer Statistics Review 1975-2015 (2018). 

3
 König, K. Multiphoton Microscopy and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging, Applications in Biology and Medicine (De 

Gruyter, 2018). 
4
 Prinke, P., Haueisen, J., Klee, S. et al. Automatic segmentation of skin cells in multiphoton data using multi-stage 

merging. Sci Rep 11, 14534 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-93682-y 
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Since the current gold standard for SPF testing is an invasive procedure that requires the generation 

of erythema on at least ten volunteers (ISO 24444), new alternative methods for SPF testing were 

developed in the last years. 

The international ring study ALT-SPF1 will compare different alternatives to the current gold 

standard. One of participating methods is LED-HDRS, where multiple UV-LEDs are utilized in a 

customized UV-light source combined with a customized system for diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy on human skin. The resulting UV-transmission spectra allow calculation of SPF and 

UVA-PF according to the equations as in ISO 24443.  

In this contribution, we describe the method and report on the results of our recent study2, which 

showed that SPF and UVA-PF values obtained by this new approach correlated well with reference 

values by certified test institutes (R2 =0.86 and 0.92, respectively). Further evaluations in test 

institutes were carried out.  

  
Fig. 1 : Correlation of SPF with LED-HDRS2 and measurement device during the study 
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Background 

The impact of pollution on the skin has been investigated in over the recent years. Nevertheless, 

there is a need for characterizing its impact on the skin in real-life conditions. 

Objective 

The objective of this work is to study the impact of different pollutants in-vivo on the skin of 

women living in urban cities. 

Methods 

The study took place in 2019 over 6 months in France. 157 women between 20 and 60 years old 

were recruited, 131 women finished the study. The volunteer should be living near Paris and 

spending more than 200 days a year in this area. Pollutant’s concentrations (particulate matter, 
gas, Air quality index) were retrieved daily with the Breezometer platform for 6 months, between 

June 2019 and January 2020. The Breezometer platform captures the concentration of each 

pollutant in a radius of 250m from the volunteer GPS position. In January 2020, a clinical study 

has been carried out with the following evaluated parameters: mechanical properties, hydration, 

sebum content, transepidermal water loss, spectrophotometer, pores, wrinkles, skin texture, color. 

Volunteers’ cumulated exposure over 6month is calculated. Two groups of lower and higher 

cumulated exposure are then created for each pollutant. Each group is composed of around 50 

volunteers, with no age difference between the two groups. Statistical comparison of skin 

parameters is performed. 

Results 

The group of women with a higher cumulated exposure of particulate matter (10µm) show a 

significantly lower hydration content on the cheek and a rougher skin texture under the eyes. 

Higher cumulated exposure of pollen induces a more yellow skin tone (b*) on the cheek and a 

darker skin tone (L*) under the eyes. We also highlighted the impact of air pollution on average 

wrinkles severity, skin elasticity and pores surface. 

Conclusion 

This clinical study, paired with an air-tracking solution, aims to be a first step in bringing 

awareness to the consumer and developing specific self-care routines. 

Additional lifestyle questionnaires were included, to quantify the volunteer’s stress score, sleep 
quality, screen use, and self-perception of their skin. Further work will focus on the relationship 

between other aspects of lifestyle and skin condition. 
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Background 

The skin aging process is defined as the gradual degradation of several skin properties such as 

firmness, color, or the appearance of wrinkles. These properties can be assessed by trained 

experts, who perform an overall evaluation of the entire face. 

Objective 

The objective of this paper is the construction of two Global Skin Aging Indexes specifically 

designed to model the overall skin aging process of Caucasian and Asian women.  

Methods 

240 Asian women and 129 Caucasian women aged between 20 and 60 years old are recruited. 

Parameters related to wrinkles, sagging, elasticity and, skin tone are measured (Clinically or 

instrumentally). The global skin aging index is defined as the normalized projection on the first 

principal component of a Principal component analysis (PCA) of the skin measurements. Then, 

linear regressions are performed between the indexes and age of both panels. New data were 

selected to determine whether the model could generate accurate predictions. 32 Chinese women, 

aged between 30 and 45 years old, and 36 French women, aged between 41 and 60, were 

recruited. 

Results 

The first principal component carries around 50% of the initial variance for both indexes. Both 

Global Skin Aging Indexes statistically correlate with age (R² ≥ 0.7, p-val < 0.05). We validated 

our model's generalization ability to process, adapt and react appropriately to previously unseen.  

New data projections fall within the prediction interval for both populations. 

Conclusion 

The proposed indexes are good indicators of the overall aging process for Caucasian and Asian 

women. The contribution of each initial parameter in the construction of the indexes are almost 

evenly balanced for both populations, giving our models the capacity to deal with inter-individual 

variability and assess the global skin aging status of the face. They offer new approaches to 

assess anti-aging product efficacy. 
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Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) of metabolic coenzymes, as NAD(P)H and 

FAD, is now widely accepted to be one of the most important imaging methods 

for cell metabolism; different algorithms are investigated to get reproducible 

results. Whereas the intensity based optical redox ratio, defined by Britton Chance 

in 1979 (Britton Chance et al., J. Biol. Chem., 1979) determines the redox state of 

cells and distinguishes oxidized from reduced cells a correlation with the 

fluorescence lifetime is valid only for special conditions, if the NADH/NAD
+
 

pool is stable. New algorithms are needed to circumvent these problems and to 

image cell metabolism and redox state from fluorescence lifetimes in complex 

cellular systems. With respect to this, results will be presented for various cell 

systems with special attention to human skin cells. The significance of a 

metabolic index based on NAD(P)H FLIM will be explained and compared with 

the fluorescence lifetime induced redox ratio (FLIRR) where FLIM of NAD(P)H 

and FAD is considered (Alam and Periasamy, Sci Rep., 2017). In detail metabolic 

FLIM was used to demonstrate enhanced oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) 

in Q10 treated cells. The coenzyme Q10 is known to play an important role in the 

functioning of the respiratory chain within complex I, II and complex III of the 

mitochondrial membrane. 
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The human face is a mirror of intrinsic and extrinsic skin aging. Cosmetic treatments are 

therefore focused to rejuvenate the view of the face by use of decorative cosmetics as well as 

skincare products. The impression of facial youth and attractiveness are the result of a complex 

process in the human brain
1
. Nevertheless, an inner judgmental impression as the result of this 

process arises almost immediately in the consciousness of the observer
1
.  

Research revealed that visible irregularities of skin surface and pigmentation are key parameters 

forming the subjective impression of youth and beauty
2
.  

Image analysis on high definition facial photographs can objectively quantify such irregularities. 

As they appear in specific regions of the face, e.g. the sun exposed part of the cheek under the 

eye or the temple, individual detection and recovery of the correct test areas are crucial for a 
reliable measurement.  

The software we introduce here, enables an individual definition of test areas in the images at 

baseline of a study and their recovery at consecutive time points of cosmetic treatment, even 
months later. 

As an example to demonstrate the advantages of the automated recovery of facial test areas, the 

facial images of 6 female subjects, 35 years and older with visible pigmentation irregularities 

were investigated before and after a decorative treatment by a cosmetician. 

Our work demonstrates how strongly test area variations produce a bias, when investigating the 

effect of a decorative cosmetic treatment on pigmentation irregularities. We could show a clear 

reduction of this bias by using the automated software compared to interactive area definition. 
Also, the evaluation time and effort could be clearly reduced. 
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The 7-point checklist is one of the most well-known and well-validated dermoscopic algorithms 

for melanoma screening. The method comprises three major (atypical network, blue-white veil, 

and atypical vascular pattern) and four minor criteria (irregular streaks, irregular dots, irregular 

blotches, and regression structures). Two and one point are allocated to each major and minor 

criterion, respectively. A minimum of 3 points would identify a melanoma. Several deep learning 

studies have recently attempted to detect melanoma using all seven content-based features 

simultaneously; however, these systems did not distinguish between the major and minor criteria 

of the checklist. In this project,1 we developed a deep network that fully employed clinical 

domain knowledge of the checklist's major and minor criteria and the scoring mechanism. To 

improve the detecting accuracy, the proposed deep architecture allowed dermoscopic and clinical 

images, if available, to be processed together. Deep features were independently extracted by 

parallel networks and classified into 7 criterion classes, where the major and minor criteria were 

considered and handled by a constrained classifier chain method. The order within the major and 

minor categories was optimized based on the training data. Finally, the seven-point checklist 

scoring method was applied, i.e. 2 and 1 scoring points and a minimum of 3 points for identifying 

a melanoma. The proposed framework was trained and tested using 1,011 paired dermoscopic 

and clinical images and matched 7-point checklist annotations acquired from a publicly available 

dataset. The testing results demonstrated a substantial improvement over melanoma detection

with an average accuracy of 81.3%, outperforming state-of-the-art methods in the literature. The 

resultant technique would potentially make the deep learning approach more interpretable and 

enhance diagnostic accuracy by incorporating expert clinical knowledge.

                                                
1Wang, Y., et al. "Incorporating Clinical Knowledge with Constrained Classifier Chain into a Multimodal Deep 

Network for Melanoma Detection." Computers in Biology and Medicine 137.2(2021):104812.
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Dermoscopy as a rapid and non-invasive method offers great potential for detecting changes of 

the skin surface, but cannot provide high-resolution images from deeper skin layers. Examination 

of the suspicious skin areas by means of multiphoton tomography using pulsed laser radiation 

also provides information from the cellular and subcellular areas1. The MPTcompact™ of JenLab 

GmbH provides the acquisition of dermoscopy images by a CMOS camera with LED lighting, as 

well as the generation of multiphoton (MP) images, Second Harmonic Generation (SHG), 

Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM) and confocal reflection realized by a femtosecond NIR-

laser. The software-controlled menu navigation of the system allows the user to select any point 

on the recorded dermoscopic image and then to generate a multi-photon investigation at the 

desired position. Stolz et al. have developed a scoring method to assess whether a suspected 

lesion is benign or malignant by applying a relatively simple ABCD rule to a skin pattern2,3. 

Other groups developed similar evaluation criteria, namely the 7-point check list4 or chaos and 

clues5. Due to a relatively large number of dermoscopy data, which were generated in a clinical 

multimodal multiphoton study on suspicious pigmented lesions, already presented by König et 

al. 6 , we were able to examine the data using algorithms and deep learning methods. First 

evaluations of dermoscopic data revealed that the pictures can be used for cancer prediction in the 

early stage. Additionally, the association between dermoscopy and FLIM results, such as 

fluorescence lifetimes, is examined in this study. Therefore, using computer-aided diagnosis, the 

MPTcompact is excellently suited to support the physician in diagnosing skin cancer and to 

minimizing surgical interventions. 
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Among various optical imaging modalities, nonlinear optical microscopy is extremely powerful 
for multimodal contrast imaging capable to deliver functional, molecular and morphological 
information in living systems. However, the widespread of this technology strongly depends on 
the integration of highly sophisticated laser systems ensuring optimized signal excitation by 
providing the best balance among peak power, average power, and optical noise. We have 
developed a 5nJ direct diode pumped femtosecond Kerr-lens-mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator 
in order to relax the complexity, the footprint and the cost of conventional Ti:saphhire oscillators. 
For optimal biomedical optical imaging, the pulsed laser emission has a nominal repetition rate of 
80MHz and 440mW mode-locked output power. The wavelength is centered at 805nm with a 
spectral bandwidth of 15nm allowing for two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) and second 
harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy. Moreover, noise performance and beam quality are 
characterized and results are comparable and in good agreement with conventionally used 
Ti:sapphire oscillator pumped by diode pumped solid state lasers. Due to the low noise 
performance of the direct diode pumped scheme, we demonstrate a stable supercontinuum from a 
photonic crystal fiber to create an inherently synchronized Stokes beam centered at 1050nm used 
for coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy. An in vivo imaging of C. elegans 
and zebrafish larvae with SHG, CARS and multicolor TPEF of green fluorescent protein was 
performed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy setup based on direct diode pumped Ti:Sapphire laser. BPF, 
band-pass filter; PMT, photomultiplier tube; DM, dichroic mirror; GM, galvanometric scanning mirrors. 
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Skin is the largest organ of the human body. Natural human skin growth occurs simultaneously as 

the human body is exposed to multiple stresses and environmental conditions. So far, current skin 

models have not been able to achieve mimicking these stresses during the development of skin. 

There has yet not been a dedicated bioreactor available in the market for dynamic maturation of 

skin tissues.  

 

A new bioreactor platform has been developed and validated based on the principles of fluid 

dynamics. This bioreactor is simple to use, has a defined air / liquid interface mechanism, avoids 

degradation & contraction of skin structure, provides mechanical forces in a controlled manner 

and delivers continuous maturation to cells embedded in the skin hydrogel. The bio-ink 

consisting of fibroblasts and keratinocytes cells used on this bioreactor was developed in the 

group previously for scaffold free skin bioprinting1. This whole bioreactor setup is designed to fit 

on standard 6 and 12 well plates and the whole setup can be placed on any laboratory shaking 

system. Also, the bottom of the bioreactor is open to expose the hydrogel for microscopy. At this 

orientation, the skin maturation can be visualized in real-time during its development. 

 

Computational fluid dynamics simulation studies showed the fluid velocity and shear stress 

around the skin hydrogel can be controlled using various shaking parameters. Initial results using 

this bioreactor device validate the design principle and are matching the expected hypothesis. 

Preliminary results using this bioreactor demonstrates higher collagen production, higher cellular 

viability, reduced hydrogel degradation and faster skin maturation. This bioreactor could be used 

for in-vitro skin model production.  
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